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Abstract—ARM TrustZone is widely used to provide a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) for mobile devices. However, the use of TrustZone is limited because TrustZone resources are only available for some pre-authorized applications. In other words, only alliances of the TrustZone OS vendors and device manufacturers can use TrustZone to secure their services. To help overcome this problem, we designed the PrivateZone framework to enable individual developers to utilize TrustZone resources. Using PrivateZone, developers can run Security Critical Logics (SCL) in a Private Execution Environment (PrEE). The advantage of PrivateZone is its leveraging of TrustZone resources without undermining the security of existing services in the TEE. To guarantee this, PrivateZone creates a PrEE using a memory region that is isolated from both the Rich Execution Environment (REE) and TEE. In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of PrivateZone. The prototype of PrivateZone was implemented on an Arndale board with a Cortex-A15 dual-core processor. We built PrivateZone by exploring both security and virtualization extensions of the ARM architecture. To illustrate the usage and the efficacy of PrivateZone, we developed an Android application based on PrivateZone framework, and evaluated the performance overhead imposed on the OS in the REE and SCLs in the PrEE.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ARM TrustZone is widely adopted as a means of providing a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) for mobile and embedded devices, and is utilized to protect security-critical assets such as crypto-keys, payments, and DRM services [1], [2], [3]. Through hardware-based access control, TrustZone isolates security-critical services from the Rich Execution Environment (REE) that hosts general OSes such as Linux and Android. However, TrustZone is regarded as a premium, closed resource because only a limited number of partners (device manufacturers and TrustZone OS providers) can deploy the TEE services. This is because the TEE security level and trustworthiness is maintained by adopting restrictions where only strictly verified applications can be deployed in the TEE.

To allow universal access to the security resources provided by TrustZone and make the benefits of TEE available to general applications, we designed “PrivateZone,” a framework whereby individual developers can utilize an isolated execution environment for application development. Specifically, with PrivateZone, developers can protect and execute Security Critical Logic (SCL) in an isolated execution environment, called the Private Execution Environment (PrEE). Developers are thus expected to define the SCL as part of their application and deploy it in the PrEE. Upon running the application, the SCL in the PrEE can be invoked for private execution (i.e., securely run the SCL without exposing sensitive information to the REE or other SCLs in the PrEE).

Since PrivateZone was developed to make the security resources publicly accessible, it presents new challenges. In the previous trusted execution environment, a trusted service (trustlet) was assumed to be non-malicious, and the TEE was designed to protect the services from compromised or malicious REE applications. However, this assumption is no longer valid with PrivateZone, since an arbitrary piece of code produced by the developers should be allowed to run within the PrEE. Thus, PrivateZone should be designed to satisfy the following security requirements.

S1. PrEE Protection: The PrEE should be isolated from the REE. This prevents attackers in the REE from accessing the SCLs in the PrEE.

S2. REE Protection: Any object in the REE should also be protected from attacks originating in the PrEE. This is because PrivateZone allows arbitrary code execution in the PrEE.

S3. TEE Protection: The adoption of PrivateZone should not increase the attack vectors for compromising the existing services in the TEE. Hence, both the REE and TEE should be isolated from the PrEE.

S4. SCL Isolation: Finally, since PrivateZone cannot verify the SCLs deployed in the PrEE in advance, SCLs should be isolated from each other in the PrEE. Also, SCLs should only be allowed to run with the lowest privilege in the PrEE.

Besides satisfying the above security requirements, PrivateZone simultaneously plays major roles in creating PrEE and in securely managing context switches across environments while an application is running. First, to create the PrEE, PrivateZone utilizes a minimal number of features available in the ARM virtualization extensions. By using the stage-2 memory translation table in ARM (similar to EPT in Intel), PrivateZone can isolate the PrEE memory from the...
REE, which satisfies the S1 (PrEE Protection) requirement. Since the memory for the PrEE is located outside the TEE, the PrEE and TEE are separated by a hardware-based protection mechanism such as TrustZone Address Space Controller (TZASC) [4], which satisfies the S3 (TEE Protection) requirement. Also, S2 (REE Protection) is satisfied because PrivateZone does not allow direct access from the PrEE to the REE. Any communication between the environments should be interposed and verified by PrivateZone. Last, to satisfy the S4 (SCL Isolation) requirement, PrivateZone isolates SCLs from each other in the PrEE by using the restricted page-table mappings and memory protection attributes of the ARM processor.

To realize trustworthy execution, previous works [5], [6], [7], [8] isolated applications from an untrusted OS by using x86 virtualization. Similarly, PrivateZone also isolates the SCLs from attackers in the REE. However, PrivateZone targets the security of mobile devices considering the extension of TrustZone functionalities (e.g., secure storage, trusted display and keypad) in the PrEE. To this end, PrivateZone explores the coordination of the ARM’s security extensions (i.e., TrustZone) and virtualization extensions. For the provision of the TEE services in the PrEE, PrivateZone capitalizes on ARM’s security extensions. The virtualization extensions are utilized for the PrEE creation, but we exclude the hypervisor implementation to simplify the design of PrivateZone and to minimize the performance impact on the REE OS (i.e., mobile device’s baseline performance), as incurred by stage-2 page-table management.

Also, without using virtualization, TLR [9] and ObC [10] enable the protection of the security sensitive logic of applications by TrustZone. However, they do not support PrEE and it is assumed that the developed code is deployed inside the TEE. On the contrary, PrivateZone uses the memory outside the TEE to securely execute arbitrary SCLs, without hampering the security of the existing TEE services. Intel also publicly provides SGX [11] for the secure execution of applications. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, SGX is not available on most mobile devices and Intel’s plan for licensing SGX is uncertain [12], [13].

We implemented a prototype of PrivateZone on an Armdale board with the Exynos5250 system-on-a-chip (SoC) using a Cortex-A15 dual-core processor. This ARM processor integrates both virtualization and security extensions. Linaro-Android (13.10) and SierraTEE [14] were employed as the OS in the REE and TEE, respectively. To demonstrate PrivateZone, we created an Android-NDK shared library that utilizes PrivateZone to deploy and execute SCLs in the PrEE. To evaluate the overhead on the REE OS, we ran LMBench [15] and Phoronix test suite [16]. The performance degradation of applications that leverage PrivateZone was also measured and analyzed.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We introduce PrivateZone to create a Private Execution Environment (PrEE) on a mobile device. PrivateZone aims to openly provide a PrEE to developers without undermining the security of existing services in the TEE.
- PrivateZone enables the extension of TrustZone functionalities and TEE services in the PrEE. Also, we demonstrated PrivateZone’s compatibility with a mobile OS by creating an Android application that can take advantage of PrivateZone.
- We provide in-depth design considerations and share our implementation experience acquired by exploring the security and virtualization extensions on the ARM architecture.

In the next section we review ARM’s security and virtualization extensions. Section 3 describes the threat models and assumptions, and Section 4 presents the design considerations of PrivateZone. In Section 5 and 6, we show the implementation details and evaluate the performance of our prototype. We discuss the limitations of PrivateZone in Section 7, the related works in Section 8, and the conclusion in Section ??.

2 BACKGROUND

Essentially, PrivateZone is based on the ARM security extensions. However, it also uses features provided by the virtualization extensions. Hence, we provide background for both extensions mainly with the key features adopted in PrivateZone.

2.1 ARM Security Extensions

Recent ARM processors support a security extension known as TrustZone. System designers can utilize several TrustZone-based components such as the TrustZone Protection Controller (TZPC) and TrustZone Address Space Controller (TZASC) [4] to logically separate the system into two environments – the REE and TEE. For example, to build a secure IO path, a designer can configure TZPC to dynamically assign peripherals such as a keypad and display to one of the environments. Not only peripherals, but also system memory can be split into two environments by configuring the TZASC. Once the TEE is configured, pre-authorized services such as Digital Right Management (DRM) can be deployed and executed in the TEE.

ARM also introduces a Monitor mode to handle switches between the REE and TEE. Monitor mode saves and restores the context of each environment during the switches. Monitor mode accesses both environments by configuring the non-secure (NS) bit in the Secure Configuration Register (SCR). To enter Monitor mode, the process in each environment explicitly invokes a Secure Monitor call (SMC) with kernel privileges. Monitor mode has the highest privilege within the system, so can access any system configuration.
register, even if it is dedicated to a specific mode such as hypervisor.

2.2 ARM Virtualization Extensions

ARM also supports hardware-based virtualization for recent high-end processors. ARM uses hypervisor (HYP) mode to trap and manage events from guest VMs. Although HYP mode does not belong to the TEE, it still has a higher privilege than kernel mode in the REE. In addition to HYP mode, ARM also adopts stage-2 paging to virtualize the memory of guest VMs, which is analogous to the x86’s nested paging [17]. This translates an Intermediate Physical Address (IPA) of a guest VM to a real physical address of the device.

Stage-2 paging requires the configuration of several virtualization-related registers such as VTTBR and HCR. The Virtualization Translation Table Base Register (VTTBR) holds the page table base address for stage-2 paging. By configuring the Hyp Configuration Register (HCR), stage-2 paging can be enabled (or disabled). Additionally, HCR defines the guest VM’s events that are trapped in HYP mode. Translation Table Base Register (TTBR) updating and configuring a cache in the guest VMs are examples of such events. Normally, these registers are configured by the hypervisor running in HYP mode. They can also be accessed and configured in Monitor mode, however. Figure 1 describes the environments, modes, and privilege levels for the ARM architecture, including both the security and virtualization extensions.

3 ASSUMPTIONS

We did not assume hardware attacks such as reverse-engineering the internals of a device by using hardware such as JTAG debuggers and logic probes. However, attackers still have access to the REE software stacks. For instance, an attacker can tamper with user applications and the OS kernel in the REE.

We can, however, trust hardware-based security components such as TrustZone. Secure boot [18] verifies the integrity of images loaded into the TEE. Also, objects in the TEE are protected by TrustZone and can be assumed to be non-malicious. In addition, IOMMU [19] restricts the malicious DMA. We assume that the device has a unique public/private key pair. The private key is protected in the e-FUSE, and is accessible in the TEE only. The public key is available to the device owner and application developers. Finally, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, such as not scheduling protected applications, are exempted from our attack model.

4 DESIGN OF PRIVATEZONE

4.1 Overview

PrivateZone provides a private execution environment (PrEE) to developers. Thus, the creation of the PrEE and guaranteeing the seamless execution of SCLs in the PrEE are the main roles of PrivateZone. To create the PrEE, PrivateZone utilizes ARM virtualization extensions. During a secure boot, PrivateZone creates two stage-2 page tables for the PrEE and the REE. Entries for each page table are completed in advance during boot time. As shown in Figure 2, the boot process creates three logical environments – REE, TEE, and PrEE.

By using PrivateZone libraries, developers can deploy the SCL in the PrEE and leverage TrustZone functionalities. For the SCL deployment, PrivateZone copies the SCL from the REE and then calculates the hash of the SCL and validates it by using the developer-provided signed hash. The valid SCL is deployed in the PrEE and invoked during the runtime of the corresponding application. Because the PrEE is logically separated from the REE by stage-2 paging, the SCL execution in the PrEE requires the intervention of PrivateZone. Therefore, once the SCL is invoked, PrivateZone saves the TEE context and switches the environment to the PrEE. It also configures the PrEE context to execute the invoked SCL.

4.2 Architecture of PrivateZone

Although PrivateZone and TrustZone share the goal of providing an isolated execution environment, there are differences between the architectures, as shown in Table 1. In this section, the architecture of PrivateZone is described in terms of these differences.

4.2.1 Isolation guaranteed by PrivateZone

The isolation ensured by PrivateZone can be explained from two aspects:

(1) Inter-Environments: REE and PrEE are statically separated by stage-2 page tables. PrivateZone creates stage-2 page-tables for each environment and fills every entry of the tables in advance, during the boot. Once all the entries are filled, PrivateZone sets VTTBR to the address of the REE’s stage-2 page-table and configures the VM flag in the HCR. From this point, only the REE is in the active state. Since the stage-2 page-table entries of the two environments are exclusive, there is no physical memory is shared by the REE and PrEE. The TEE is physically isolated from the REE and PrEE by a hardware-based access-control mechanism such as TZASC. As a result, neither the REE or PrEE can directly access the memory in the TEE.

(2) Inter-SCLs: In TrustZone’s usage model, services are verified before being deployed in the TEE. However, in
PrivateZone, we cannot apply this strategy because PrivateZone aims to open the framework to any application. Therefore, even malware can run in the PrEE. To protect benign SCLs from malicious code, PrivateZone isolates each SCL in the PrEE by performing memory management for every SCL. For example, it ensures that there is no shared-memory mapping between SCLs. Every memory page for SCL is assigned with the Privileged Execute Never (PXN) flag set to prevent the SCLs from executing security-critical instructions.

### 4.2.2 Switch between Environments

PrivateZone uses an SMC instruction to switch between the REE, PrEE, and TEE environments. Because the SMC instruction is not available in user mode, we inserted SMC instructions into several points in the REE and the PrEE. For the deployment and revocation of SCLs, we created a kernel driver that invokes SMC instructions. For the runtime invocation of SCLs, we patched the SCL’s entry point with the SVC instruction that carries a specific immediate value (e.g., SVC #0xdeadbf). Consequently, the SVC exception handler invokes SMC if the immediate value of the current SVC exception indicates the SCL invocation.

Alternatively, we could implement PrivateZone in HYP mode. As addressed in previous works [5], [7], [8] that leveraged the x86’s virtualization technologies, we can isolate the SCL by manipulating the stage-2 page table entries. Also, by using the stage-2 paging faults resulting from accesses to unmapped memory in the stage-2 page table, we can switch between the PrEE and REE environments.

Although our approach requires a few changes to the REE OS, it is still superior to implementing PrivateZone in HYP mode. That is, there is no performance overhead in the REE OS, as incurred by a stage-2 page-fault. In our approach, as adopted by NoHype [20] for memory partitioning, once the stage-2 page tables are configured at boot time, the tables are never updated while the device is running.

### 4.2.3 Communication between Environments

Although it depends on the implementation, in TrustZone’s usage model, TEE services can use the environment-shared memory to communicate with clients in the REE [4]. In our approach, however, PrivateZone isolates each environment, so the REE and PrEE cannot share memory. Instead, PrivateZone provides communication between the environments. As shown in Section 4.2.4, PrivateZone copies the memory between the REE and the PrEE for private execution.

This feature could be exploited by attackers in the REE. An attacker could use PrivateZone to manipulate the OS in the REE by passing the critical kernel component addresses as an SCL parameter. Although we must assume that an attacker has full access to the REE OS, this situation should nevertheless be prevented. Thus, before performing memory operations, PrivateZone checks whether the virtual address passed as a parameter is present and falls within the user-memory range. Mapping between the virtual and physical addresses is also verified.

### 4.2.4 SCL Calling Convention

Due to the strict isolation between the REE and the PrEE, the parameters should be passed into the SCL by PrivateZone. Parameter passing can be performed by applying the following procedure.

1. Developers register the number of parameters, as well as the type/size of each parameter during SCL deployment
2. When the SCL is invoked, PrivateZone checks the registered information for the parameters
3. If the input parameter is of an integer type, PrivateZone copies it from the REE
4. If the type is pointer, PrivateZone first maps the pointed memory to the TEE and copies the value from the REE, based on the size information. It also allocates new memory to the PrEE and places the copied value in memory. Finally, it creates mapping for the newly allocated memory in the SCL’s page table

Assuming that the application is compiled based on the procedure call standard for the ARM architecture (AAPCS) [21], the first four parameters are passed to registers (R0-R3) and excess parameters are placed on the stack. Thus, depending on the number of parameters, PrivateZone should update both the registers and stack for the PrEE.

The above procedure is repeated until the parameters are copied from the REE. To simplify the procedure, PrivateZone provides a parameter encoding/decoding library. This allocates page-aligned memory and places each parameter’s type, size, value and the total number of parameters in the memory. If the allocated memory is insufficient, however, the library allocates additional memory pages and links it to the previously allocated memory. Using this library, developers only need to pass one parameter, namely, the address of the memory allocated first for storing the parameters to the SCL. Thus, when the SCL is invoked, PrivateZone copies
the memory pointed to by R0 (the address of the memory for the stored parameters), without recursively copying every parameter. In the SCL, the encoded parameters can be decoded using the PrivateZone library. Currently, the library only supports 1st-level referencing for the pointer type, but there are no fundamental barriers to handling multi-level pointers.

4.2.5 Cache Maintenance
For private execution, cache maintenance must be performed by PrivateZone. It should be noted that the main PrivateZone operations, such as copying the SCL from the REE, are performed in Monitor mode in the TEE. To access the REE (or PrEE) memory from the TEE, PrivateZone needs to map the memory in its page table in the TEE. Therefore, to copy the parameters from the REE and place them in the PrEE, PrivateZone maps both memory regions in the TEE. After PrivateZone writes the parameters into the PrEE mapped memory region, the cache of the written memory region is invalidated. This is because memory writing from the TEE to the PrEE (or the REE) only updates the PrEE (or REE) physical memory, while the cache of the written memory region reflects the old memory, leading to a cache coherency problem. In addition to parameter copying, when the SCL’s entry point is patched with an SVC instruction, the data (and instruction) caches and REE branch predictor must be invalidated. In ARM, cache invalidation differs from the cache clearing for the opposite case; the cache is updated but the memory reflects the old content.

Because PrivateZone allocates new memory pages in the PrEE to place the objects (such as the new exception vector, copied SCL and parameters), the virtual-to-physical mappings in the PrEE page-table should be updated. Consequently, the TLB should also be invalidated. Therefore, it is possible that this TLB invalidation would degrade the overall system performance.

We have two possible optimization solutions for minimizing the performance degradation incurred by the TLB invalidation. First, we can utilize the non-global (nG) flag in the page-table entries and Address Space Identifier (ASID) defined by the CONTEXTIDR register. If another ASID is assigned, the page table entries mapping the non-global pages can be updated without invalidating the TLB. This feature is normally used by the OS to manage context switching between processes without invalidating the TLB. We can utilize the Virtual Machine Identifier (VMID) that is part of the virtualization extensions. The VMID is leveraged to switch between VMs without invalidating the TLB. By using both features, we can remove TLB invalidations in a PrivateZone implementation, which reduces the impact on the REE OS. We assign different VMIDs for each environment to separate the cache between the REE and the PrEE. The ASID and nG flag are utilized to isolate the cache of each SCL in the PrEE.

4.2.6 PrEE Internals
In the ARM architecture, there are six general exceptions other than those related to HYP and Monitor mode. General exceptions such as interrupt, data abort, and supervisor call (SVC) are handled by the OS kernel. Although the PrEE aims to run the SCL in user mode, exception handlers are still required in kernel mode.

The handlers in the PrEE are made as simple as possible to minimize the attack surfaces exposed to malicious SCLs. The SVC exception handler manages system-service requests from the SCLs. The supported services are limited to memory management, random-number generation, and cryptographic operations. Depending on the service type, a service can be supported directly from the PrEE or from the PrivateZone in the TEE. For example, the PrEE handler can support memory management services for handling requests for heap allocation and deallocation. On the other hand, cryptographic operations such as message encryption using a device-specific key is performed in the TEE. To invoke TEE-based services, the handler yields control to PrivateZone by invoking an SMC instruction with the desired service number as a parameter. Before providing TEE services, PrivateZone always validates whether the requests originate from the deployed SCLs in the PrEE by checking the current value of VTTBR. This prevents a malicious REE OS from invoking TEE services without loading SCLs into the PrEE.

Other exception handlers only invoke SMC instructions. For instance, the SCL’s return to the REE causes a page-fault that is trapped by the Prefetch Abort exception handler. Once the handler traps the abort, it transfers control to PrivateZone in Monitor mode. PrivateZone compares the abort address with the expected valid return-address (e.g., the instruction after SCL invocation). The valid return address is saved by PrivateZone when the SCL is invoked. If the abort address does not match the valid return address, PrivateZone regards it as an error. The interrupts are also handled outside the PrEE, such that the interrupt handler merely invokes SMC to post notification of the occurrence of the interrupt to PrivateZone. The occurrence of data-aborts is also notified to PrivateZone to handle the legitimate aborts arising within the unmapped stack area. Remaining exceptions such as FIQ and Undefined Instruction are treated as errors.

In addition to exception handlers, data objects are maintained in PrEE kernel mode to support private execution. The kernel stack temporarily saves the SCL context during handling exceptions. For instance, PrivateZone references it to update the return values and parameters to be passed to the REE after SCL execution. The data structures that contain the heap-allocation information and user-mode context for each SCL are also maintained as kernel objects in the PrEE. Last, the page tables for each SCL and exception vector table that points to the address of each exception handler are also managed as kernel objects.

To guarantee private execution, the kernel components should be protected from malicious SCLs in the PrEE. At boot time, the component integrity is verified, then they are loaded into the PrEE. While the system is running, privileged instructions that can run in kernel mode are strictly limited to SMC. As stated in [22, 23, 24], privileged instructions configuring system control registers can be exploited by attackers. For instance, attackers can disable the MMU or redirect the address of an exception vector table to a malicious one by manipulating the control registers. Because the kernel in the PrEE is extremely limited, provid-
ing simple system services and switching the environment to the TEE, an approach restricting the usage of privileged instructions is feasible. Also, as all the pages allocated for the SCLs are set with the Privileged Execute Never (PXN) flag, attackers cannot execute privileged instructions even if they succeed in triggering return-to-user attacks. Additionally, before SCL execution, PrivateZone sets the Writable Execute Never (WXN) flag by configuring the control register to prevent the execution of instructions fetched from the writable memory area. Finally, the exception handlers in the PrEE are small enough to allow their security to be verified manually. Table 2 summarizes the key features of the PrEE.

### 4.2.7 Scheduling the SCL

While the SCL is running, PrivateZone enables IRQ as an interrupt source in the PrEE. Since the IRQ is also used and handled in the REE, PrivateZone forwards the IRQ to the REE, where the REE OS handles it. Therefore, although the SCL runs on the PrEE, it is scheduled by the REE OS.

The IRQ handling procedure is shown in Figure 3. Once IRQ occurs in the PrEE, it is trapped by the IRQ handler. The handler first saves the SCL context, and invokes SMC with a parameter indicating IRQ. PrivateZone in the TEE clears the contents of all the registers (i.e., R0 - R12, SP and LR) and sets the value of LR to the address of a trap code in the REE to be executed after IRQ handling in the REE. SP is set to the address of the REE’s kernel stack. Finally, PrivateZone switches the environment to the REE with the PC set to the address of the IRQ handler in the REE to start IRQ handling. The return process is done in reverse order. Once IRQ handling ends, the preset trap code line is executed to switch the environment to the TEE. In the TEE, PrivateZone restores the interrupted SCL context and switches the environment to the PrEE to resume the SCL.

IRQ is enabled while the SCL is running to prevent CPU starvation in the REE. However, it incurs several security concerns. Since the REE OS takes over the scheduling task, attackers can perform a DoS attack against the SCL, which is not our attack model. Also, attackers can try to extract secrets from the SCL context. This is prevented because PrivateZone always clears all the registers before transferring control to the REE.

Depending on the SoC design, TrustZone can set Fast Interrupt Requests (FIQ) as an independent interrupt source. By configuring SCR, FIQ can be set as being non-maskable from the REE, but handled in the TEE. TrustZone can thus have its own scheduler for dispatching TEE services without interference from attackers in the REE. Although the current design of PrivateZone that shares IRQ with the REE may seem to be sufficient for private execution, we can explore further enhancement for securely scheduling SCLs.

### 4.2.8 PrivateZone Library

PrivateZone provides a library containing several operations that can be utilized to build PrivateZone-aware applications. Currently, only a few operations such as data encryption and memory management are supported. However, these operations are sufficient to illustrate the concept of PrivateZone. Table 3 lists the operations provided by the PrivateZone library. Especially, the domain column indicates the environment in which each operation can be invoked. For instance, genRandom() is only available in the PrEE. For operations that interface TEE services such as pzSeal(), PrivateZone always checks whether the request has been triggered from an appropriate environment before providing the services.

Additionally, we created a simple code-signing tool by using an open-source binary-instrumentation library [25] so that developers can sign the hash of the SCL before the deployment of their applications.

### 5 Implementation

We implemented our PrivateZone prototype on an Arndale board [26] with an Exynos5250 SoC and Cortex-A15 dual-core processor running at 1.7 GHz. For the REE OS, we...
TABLE 3
Operations provided by PrivateZone Library

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deploySCL()</td>
<td>Sends a request to copy the SCL from the REE and then places it in the PrEE.</td>
<td>REE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revpSCL()</td>
<td>Sends a request to remove the SCL deployed in the PrEE</td>
<td>REE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encodeParams(), decodeParams()</td>
<td>Serializes (or deserializes) parameters to (or from) the structured form of memory</td>
<td>REE/ PrEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genRandom()</td>
<td>Generates a random value by using system events such as data abort as seeds</td>
<td>TEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pzSeal(), pzUnseal()</td>
<td>Encrypts (or decrypts) the input concatenated with SCL hash by using a device’s symmetric key</td>
<td>TEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pzAttest()</td>
<td>Encrypts the input concatenated with SCL hash by using a device’s private key</td>
<td>TEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pzMalloc(), pzFree()</td>
<td>Allocates (or deallocates) the memory in the TEE</td>
<td>TEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Memory mapping of D-RAM for current prototype. The REE and the PrEE occupy 1.8 GB and 201 MB, respectively. They are separated using the stage-2 paging. Each environment has a dedicated stage-2 page-table which is pointed to by VTTBR. The TEE is isolated from both the REE and the TEE by using a hardware-based access-control mechanism such as TZASC. The size of each environment can be flexibly adjusted based on the device SoC design.

Table 4. Page-table mappings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deploySCL()</td>
<td>Sends a request to copy the SCL from the REE and then places it in the PrEE.</td>
<td>REE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revpSCL()</td>
<td>Sends a request to remove the SCL deployed in the PrEE</td>
<td>REE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encodeParams(), decodeParams()</td>
<td>Serializes (or deserializes) parameters to (or from) the structured form of memory</td>
<td>REE/ PrEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genRandom()</td>
<td>Generates a random value by using system events such as data abort as seeds</td>
<td>TEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pzSeal(), pzUnseal()</td>
<td>Encrypts (or decrypts) the input concatenated with SCL hash by using a device’s symmetric key</td>
<td>TEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pzAttest()</td>
<td>Encrypts the input concatenated with SCL hash by using a device’s private key</td>
<td>TEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pzMalloc(), pzFree()</td>
<td>Allocates (or deallocates) the memory in the TEE</td>
<td>TEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

support two page-table formats: short-descriptor (32-bit entries and up to two levels of lookup) and long-descriptor (64-bit entries and up to three levels of lookup) [28].

In our PrivateZone prototype, we use the short-descriptor format for paging in the REE, PrEE, and TEE, and the long-descriptor format for stage-2 paging. The stage-2 memory map of D-RAM is described in Figure 4. All the mappings are identical in terms of the Intermediate Physical Addresses (IPAs) to physical addresses. Also, the remaining physical memory area for accessing the peripherals (0x0-0x3FFFFFFF and 0xC0000000-0xFFFFFFFF) is mapped to the REE by using two 1-GB blocks. Once the mappings have been created, VTTBR is initialized to the address of the stage-2 page table of the REE. To enable stage-2 paging, we set the VM flag in the HCR. The virtualization-related registers and stacks are banked for each core, so we also configured the required registers of the second core at boot time.

5.2 Use Case - Android NDK Application

By using the native development kit (NDK) and PrivateZone, we created a simple Android NDK application that performs a conceptual data sealing. The application consists of two parts: Java code and a native shared library. The Java code defines the application layout (textboxes, buttons). It also loads the shared library and invokes functions in the library. The shared library is written in C, and defines the SCL that runs on the PrEE. We used a customized linker-script to separate the SCL from the other application logic. The REE part of the library was located in the default sections such as .text and .data. However, we isolated the SCL in a “.privatezone” section.

The operation of the sample application is as follows. That part of a library (reeMain.c) that runs on the REE deploys and invokes the SCL (preeSCL.c). When the SCL is invoked, plain text is passed as an SCL parameter. The SCL in the PrEE creates a symmetric key by using a random number generated by PrivateZone. The plain text is encrypted by the symmetric key. The key and the hash of the SCL are encrypted (pzSeal) with a device-specific key. The hash can be referenced to prevent the malicious SCLs from unsealing the data. Finally, the concatenation of the encrypted text, key and hash is returned to the REE as a result of executing the SCL.

Figure 5 describes the application structure. Note that the SCL deployment is performed by using wrapper functions instead of calling deploySCL(&dataSealing, ...) in the REE. Because the library is dynamically loaded during the application runtime, directly passing the entry point for the SCL as a parameter causes unexpected behavior.
Specifically, &dataSealing in the REE returns the runtime linker address instead of the loaded SCL address. Thus, we defined dataSealing() as a static function in the .privatezone section and created additional wrapper functions – wrapperDeploySCL() and wrapperDataSealing() – for use in the REE.

In the example, the SCL can be remotely attested by sending a verifier the SCL’s hash (with a nonce) that is signed by the device’s private key. Also, the input message for the encryption can be protected by the secure I/O (i.e., trusted display and keypad). We discuss future work for enhancing PrivateZone in Section 7.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Security Analysis

In addition to the TEE and the REE, adopting PrivateZone adds one more environment – PrEE – to the system. We do not assume the existence of malicious manufacturers who hide malware in the TEE, so we trust the TEE services. However, the REE and part of the PrEE can be exploited by attackers. In this section, we analyze attacks that can be originated from each environment and discuss the mechanisms whereby PrivateZone defends against attacks.

6.1.1 Attacks Triggered from the REE

Since several components of PrivateZone are located in the REE, they can easily be exploited by attackers. As shown in SecReT [29] and attacks “in the wild” [30], [31], attackers with kernel privileges are free to invoke SMC instructions with manipulated parameters. Thus, they can probe the vulnerability of PrivateZone. However, because PrivateZone in the TEE consists only of a few lines of code, its security can be manually validated before framework deployment.

Malicious parameters fed into the SCLs also threaten the PrEE and REE security. Even without kernel privileges, attackers can attempt to manipulate the REE kernel’s critical objects by passing the object addresses to PrivateZone as SCL parameters. With the kernel privilege, they can also maliciously modify the page-table entry for the parameters in the REE so that it points to the physical address within the

PrEE. To prevent such attacks, PrivateZone always verifies the validity of the address before performing memory operations. Attackers can also try to modify the SCL and its pre-calculated hash before the SCL’s deployment. To prevent this kind of attack, the pre-calculated hash can be signed and encrypted by using the developer’s private key and device’s public key, respectively.

Finally, instead of loading the SCL into the PrEE, attackers can run the SCL in the REE to perform a man-in-the-middle attack. Thus, developers must always design a proper attestation mechanism and adopt it in their application. As discussed in 7.2, designing the mechanism also requires PrivateZone-provided functionalities such as signing the message with a device-specific (hardware embedded) key.

6.1.2 Attacks Triggered from the PrEE

Attacks can also load a malicious SCL into the PrEE. However, as shown in Section 4.2.6, the privilege for malicious code is strictly limited to user-level privileges. Even in kernel mode, no privileged instruction other than SMC is allowed to run. Also, each SCL and kernel object are separated based on the page-table configuration. Only PrivateZone in Monitor mode can update tables. Especially, as the critical kernel objects and SCLs are never located on the same physical page, a ret2dir attack [32] that bypasses PXN protection is not possible in the PrEE. Also, the system services that SCLs can leverage are restricted to those provided by PrivateZone, preventing Iago attacks [33] that exploit malicious OS services to compromise the SCLs. Moreover,

| TABLE 5
<p>| LMBench latency measurement results (in µs) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linux</th>
<th>w/ PrivateZone</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>syscall</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open / close</td>
<td>5.362</td>
<td>5.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal handler install</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal handler overhead</td>
<td>2.796</td>
<td>2.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork</td>
<td>169.230</td>
<td>169.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execve</td>
<td>184.659</td>
<td>184.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>page fault</td>
<td>23.663</td>
<td>2.199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the exception-handler code in the PrEE is small enough to be manually verified, which minimizes the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) of the PrEE.

Finally, like the attackers in the REE, the malicious SCLs in the PrEE can arbitrarily invoke the TEE services to perform a brute-force attack [29], [30], [31]. However, the insecure communication channel to the TEE is an open (and orthogonal) problem that needs to be further studied in academia. Thus, adopting PrivateZone does not introduce new TEE-attack surfaces in terms of exploiting the insecure communication channel.

6.2 Performance of REE

Although PrivateZone does not impose overhead by manipulating the stage-2 page-tables, the REE components of PrivateZone affect the performance of the OS in the REE. In this section, we show the results of the benchmarks that mainly measure the overhead imposed on the REE OS.

6.2.1 Microbenchmarks

As microbenchmarks, we ran LMBench [15] that measures individual OS operations. Table 5 shows the average latency after running LMBench ten times. The null syscall represents the worst microbenchmark case, resulting in a 33% overhead. Note that the SCL invocation is performed by executing an SVC instruction. Thus, whenever the systemcall handler is executed, PrivateZone checks whether the current communication channel is related to the SCL invocation. This check routine consists of less than 10 instructions, and is the main cause of the overhead. However, as shown in the table, the overhead is significantly reduced as the latency increases. As a result, system calls such as fork, open, and execve are seldom affected by PrivateZone.

6.2.2 Application Benchmarks

We measured the performance of applications with PrivateZone using the Phoronix test suite [16] that provides various benchmarks. For the disk-bound benchmarks, we ran unpack-Linux and SQLite. For the processor-bound benchmarks, we ran seven benchmarks including compressing files, building PHP, signing files, measuring web server workloads, and solving complex problems. We used the default configuration and ran each benchmark ten times. The benchmark test results are listed in Table 6. Compress-7zip, openssl, and ebizzy show the throughput when handling the corresponding test case, so a higher value indicates better performance. The other benchmarks show the average time required to complete each case. The benchmarks exhibit around 3% overhead imposed by PrivateZone.

6.3 Performance of PrEE

6.3.1 SCL Performance Analysis

To evaluate the SCL performance, we created a simple application, the operation of which is similar to that of the sample code shown in Figure 5. The application invokes the SCL, passing a 1-KB string as an input. In the SCL, a symmetric key is created using a random number provided by the TEE service. The input is XORed using the key. Once the XOR operation is complete, the key is also encrypted by the TEE service that encrypts the input by using a device-specific key based on the AES-CBC algorithm. We built the application as an executable binary by running the ndk-build script.

We ran the application 100 times and analyzed the time required to execute the SCL. In addition to the private execution of the SCL, we also executed the application without PrivateZone to estimate the overhead incurred by environment switching. We replaced the invocation of the TEE services such as random number generation and AES encryption with equivalent operations in the REE.

Table 7 shows a breakdown of the execution. Because the non-SCL part operation is same in both cases, there is negligible difference in the elapsed time for the non-SCL execution. For the SCL execution, we analyzed the overhead for three stages: deployment, invocation, and revocation. As shown in the table, calculating SHA1 hash of the SCL in the deployment incurred the largest overhead. The overhead for the SCL initialization such as copying the SCL and creating the new page table was around 209 µs. In the invocation, the 1-KB parameter delivery took 274 µs. For the delivery, PrivateZone copies the memory, but also invalidates the copied area cache by executing DCIMVAC operations. Although the SCLs perform the same operations in both cases, execution with PrivateZone took longer than with Linux due to the environment-switching overhead. In our evaluation, the overhead incurred by switching between the REE and the TEE was approximately 192 µs, resulting from switching the modes and saving (and restoring) the context of each environment. On the other hand, the switch between the PrEE and the TEE took less, at 71 µs. This is because the procedure for switching between the PrEE and TEE is even simpler than the switch between the REE and the TEE. We also measured the overhead induced by increasing the parameter size and the hash check. Table 8 shows the results. Specifically, param delivery indicates the time that elapses for encoding parameters, copying the memory and invalidating data caches.
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7.1 Limitation of PrivateZone

PrivateZone isolates the SCLs from the REE OS. This approach prevents attacks that would provide malicious system services to the SCLs [33], [35]. However, this approach also limits the usability of PrivateZone. That is, the system services that developers can use to design the SCLs are limited to those provided by PrivateZone. Because the current PrivateZone prototype does not support multi-threaded applications, developers must write the SCL sequentially. Also, file operations are not supported in the PrEE, so SCL is developed to handle the file content as a parameter instead of directly opening the file in the PrEE. Additionally, data sealing and unsealing mechanisms associated with SCL versioning must be considered. To enhance the applicability of PrivateZone, required services should be verified and further explored. At the same time, the increase in TCB of PrivateZone as a result of providing more services should be minimized. We will address this issue in our future work.

7.2 Hardware Resources as PrivateZone Services

Developers can design a remote attestation for SCLs by using PrivateZone’s cryptographic services. For instance, the hash of the SCL combined with a nonce value can be signed by using a device’s private key and sent to a verifier (see Appendix A). This requires PrivateZone to access a hardware component such as secure storage containing the device’s private (and public) key.

In addition to secure storage, PrivateZone can provision trusted hardware resources to the SCLs as TEE services. For example, we can consider using an LED light that is dedicated and isolated for TrustZone to indicate the correct SCL execution in the PrEE. Keypad and display can also be dynamically isolated as TEE resources by configuring TZPC [4], [36], [37]. PrivateZone can provide an interface to those hardware resources to allow valid SCLs to use the resources. Finally, the SCL’s data needs to be properly sealed (and unsealed) using a key that is derived from the SCL’s information (e.g., the SCL hash) and the device-specific key. For cryptographic operation optimization, we can adopt hardware-based cryptographic accelerators as well [38]. The exploration of more useful hardware resources and the creation of PrivateZone services that link them will also be addressed in our future work.

7.3 PrivateZone in HYP mode

Implementing PrivateZone in HYP mode could be advantageous over the current implementation in that it does not require any change in the OS or application in the REE. However, unlike the x86’s virtualization techniques, the ARM architecture does not allow the direct invocation of hypervisor call (HVC) in user mode. Therefore, to directly trap a user-mode request such as SCL deployment in HYP mode, PrivateZone needs to set the Trap General Exceptions (TGE) flag in HCR to trap the general exceptions that occur in user mode. Such general exceptions include SVC exceptions that can be synchronously triggered by a user application. Thus, PrivateZone can use the SVCs instead of HVCs to create a direct communication channel between the application and PrivateZone. Intuitively, this approach might entail some performance degradation of the REE OS because every exception in user mode causes a switch to HYP mode regardless of the exception origination.

Alternatively, by patching that part of the REE OS, we can invoke HVC in kernel mode to selectively handle a request from user mode. This approach is analogous to the current design except for fact that the main framework of PrivateZone runs in HYP mode. However, we expect that this approach will complicate the design of PrivateZone because some PrivateZone components need to remain in Monitor mode to support the TEE services.

### TABLE 8
Performance of parameter delivery and hash check (in μs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param delivery</th>
<th>Hash check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 KB</td>
<td>8 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>677.2</td>
<td>1419.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Performance of AES Crypt, comparing between PrivateZone-ported and unmodified versions. Input file sizes vary from 1 KB to 16 MB. The results show the average overhead for 100 runs as imposed by PrivateZone, which indicates that the overhead is reduced as the input size increases.

6.3.2 Porting PrivateZone and Macrobenchmarks

As an application case study, we ported AES Crypt [34] to PrivateZone and measured the performance overhead imposed by the private execution. AES Crypt is open-source software that enables users to create a symmetric key and encrypt files using the key. It uses the AES and SHA256 algorithms to encrypt and decrypt the files. We deployed the encryption and hashing logic of AES Crypt as an SCL in the PrEE. The SCL is approximately 32 KB. Also, the SCL is repeatedly invoked to process the input based on a granularity of 2 KB until the encryption is completed.

Finally, we compared the ported version performance to that of the original version that runs on Linux. We ran each version 100 times with input files, the size of which varied from 1 KB to 16 MB. Figure 6 shows the average overhead for each input size. The overhead is a maximum of 10.7% and a minimum of 3% with inputs of 1 KB and 16 MB, respectively. The results reveal a tendency for the overhead to decrease as the input size increases.

In addition to secure storage, PrivateZone can provision trusted hardware resources to the SCLs as TEE services. For example, we can consider using an LED light that is dedicated and isolated for TrustZone to indicate the correct SCL execution in the PrEE. Keypad and display can also be dynamically isolated as TEE resources by configuring TZPC [4], [36], [37]. PrivateZone can provide an interface to those hardware resources to allow valid SCLs to use the resources. Finally, the SCL’s data needs to be properly sealed (and unsealed) using a key that is derived from the SCL’s information (e.g., the SCL hash) and the device-specific key. For cryptographic operation optimization, we can adopt hardware-based cryptographic accelerators as well [38]. The exploration of more useful hardware resources and the creation of PrivateZone services that link them will also be addressed in our future work.
8 RELATED WORK

8.1 Various Forms of TEE

The TEE offers an execution space that is isolated from the REE. Hence, any technique that provides an isolated environment can be leveraged as a TEE source. Intel SGX [11] enables applications to be executed while ensuring integrity and confidentiality of their security-critical code. Haven [39] and VC3 [40] protect applications from an untrusted cloud environment by using SGX. Remote attestation [41] and secure OTP [42] were also introduced as use-cases of SGX.

System Management Mode (SMM) is a special operating mode that is triggered by a System Management Interrupt (SMI). Because SMM operates while the REE is halted, previous works utilized SMM as the TEE to deploy and perform the security functionalities such as the integrity monitor [43], [44], [45], malware detection [46], and stealthy debugger [47].

TrustZone, which provides the TEE, was leveraged to read the sensors safely [48], run the critical part of the mobile applications [9], protect the UI [49] and OTP [36], and perform remote attestation [37]. In addition to protecting critical services, TrustZone also hosts kernel-integrity monitoring tools [22], [23], and a framework for the memory acquisition of the rich OS [50] and securing a communication channel [29].

Many previous works created the TEE based on the isolation and privilege-layer introduced by a hypervisor. With the trust in the hypervisor, previous works studied techniques for protecting the integrity of a guest OS [51], [52], [53] and bridging the semantic gap [54], [55], [56].

PrivateZone is differentiated from those works by introducing an isolated execution environment, PrEE, rather than crowding the TEE (by running more applications inside the TEE) that is dedicated to the secure hardware or hypervisor. We attempted to find the best combination of security and virtualization extensions in the ARM architecture, and will continue to explore other areas in which PrivateZone can be enhanced.

8.2 Secure Process Execution

Several systems use virtualization techniques to protect an application from an untrusted OS. Inktag [8], SP3 [57] and Overshadow [7] are based on hypervisors, and leverage the cryptographic methodology to hide application code and data from the OS. TrustVisor [5] is a special-purpose hypervisor that protects a selected portion of an application. MiniBox [6] introduces two-way protection between the OS and the application by combining Google Native Client (NaCl) and TrustVisor. Process out-grafting [58] and Proxos [59] split the execution in some level (e.g., privileges or system calls) to protect the application. These systems are similar to PrivateZone in that the virtualization techniques are utilized. However, instead of implementing a hypervisor, PrivateZone uses a small part of the virtualization technique – stage-2 paging – to statically create an isolated execution environment. Also, PrivateZone mainly explores and leverages features that are specific to the ARM architecture for securing mobile devices.

Besides the virtualization techniques, different techniques were also utilized to achieve the same goal. Flicker [60] leverages AMD’s Secure Virtual Machine (SVM) extensions and TPM to securely run the piece of the application without requiring VMM. Virtual Ghost [61] uses a compiler-based approach to protect an application from an untrusted OS. XOM [62] is a specially designed secure processor that uses XOMOS [63] as its dedicated OS. In addition to virtualization, the techniques used in those works can also act as good references for enhancing PrivateZone.

8.3 Opening the TEE

The fact that third-party developers have only limited access to hardware-based TEEs is a well-known problem. Thus, several studies have attempted to address this issue. ObC [10] enables third-party developers to deploy trusted applications in the TEE. TrustICE [64] isolates the secure code from the TEE and the REE, but it does not support the REE protection and the scalability on multi-core systems. OpenSGX [65] provides essential components for SGX development based on QEMU. Those studies contributed to making the real hardware-based TEE or virtual TEE publicly accessible.

On the other hand, GlobalPlatform [66] provides standard specifications for the TEE. To enable fast and efficient TEE-application development, Open-TEE [67], [68] aims to provide a virtual TEE that complies with GlobalPlatform’s standards. OP-TEE [69] and Sierraware [14] provide an open-source TrustZone OS that also supports the GlobalPlatform standards.

Previous studies have highlighted that the aim is to make the TEE publicly accessible. In this study, not only the openness of the TEE but also the security of the three environments (i.e., the TEE, REE and PrEE), and PrivateZone’s coordination with the existing TEE services, were considered as part of our study.

9 CONCLUSION

PrivateZone provides the benefits of the isolated execution to general applications, whereas the access to TrustZone technologies is currently limited to a few pre-authorized ones approved by the TEE business alliances. Using PrivateZone, developers can create applications to run SCLs securely without crowding the TEE. In summary, not only the protection of the SCLs but also the security of the existing TEE services, and the provision of the services to the SCLs, were considered in our design of PrivateZone.

APPENDIX A

REMOTE ATTESTATION EXAMPLE

Figure 7 describes the simple remote attestation example that can be designed by application developers. $PrvK_D$ and $PubK_D$ denote the device’s private key and public key, respectively. Notation Comp($X,Y$) indicates the byte-comparison between $X$ and $Y$. Encrypt() and Decrypt() indicate asymmetric crypto fuctions such as RSA. The malicious SCL might abuse a TEE service to forge the hash, provided that the service allows the autonomous use of the private key without calculating and concatenating the hash. Thus, the use of the private key is only available through the invocation of pzAttest() that entails the hash calculation of the current SCL.
Verifies retMsg:
1. Msg Decrypt(PubK, retMsg)
2. Comp(n, extractNonce(Msg))
3. Comp(HashSCL, extractHash(Msg))

Device

Generates nonce: n

Send n for the remote attestation

TEE: PrivateZone

Invokes the SCL with n as a parameter

Launches the corresponding SCL

Initializes the corresponding SCL

PrEE: SCL

Sends retMsg to the verifier

Remotes returns to the REE with retMsg

- PrvK: device’s private key
- PubK: device’s public key

Time line

TEE service invocation: pzAttest(n)

1. Checks VTTBR
2. Hn SCL ← Hash(SCL)
3. retMsg ← Encrypt(PrvK, n || Hn_scl)

Fig. 7. Remote attestation example using PrivateZone. (1) The verifier generates a random nonce value and remotely sends it to the application running on the device. (2) The non-SCL part of the application receives the request for the remote attestation. (3) The SCL is initialized and invoked with the nonce value as a parameter. (4) The SCL invokes the TEE service –pzAttest– to create a return message to be sent to the verifier. (5) PrivateZone verifies if the pzAttest is invoked in the PrEE by checking the VTTBR. Also, it calculates the hash of the SCL, and creates a return message by encrypting the concatenation of the nonce and the nonce with a device’s private key. (6) The verifier decrypts the return message with a device’s public key, and verifies the nonce and the hash extracted from the return message.
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